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	September/2022 Latest Braindump2go PRINCE2-Foundation Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following

are some new Braindump2go PRINCE2-Foundation Real Exam Questions!QUESTION 985Which is a minimum requirement when

applying the business case theme?A.    To specify the solution to be used to deliver the business option selectedB.    To ensure the

corporate business plan is updated with the project costs and benefitsC.    To define the management actions required to ensure the

project's outcomes are achievedD.    To integrate the benefits management approach with the project and stage plansAnswer:

AQUESTION 986Which is a minimum requirement for applying the quality theme?A.    To define the project's approach to quality

controlB.    To undertake independent audits of the project throughout the projectC.    To apply the recommended quality review

techniqueD.    To define the project's approach to quality assuranceAnswer: AQUESTION 987As a minimum requirement for

applying the risk theme, what must specifically be assessed?A.    Whether a risk may cause the project to exceed its cost toleranceB. 

  Whether a risk may affect the project-level quality tolerancesC.    Whether a risk may impact the underlying technical assumptions

D.    Whether a risk may alter the project's business justificationAnswer: DQUESTION 988What is an advantage of applying the

'learn from experience' principle?A.    It allows the project board to delegate cost tolerances to the project managerB.    It allows the

project team to fully understand their roles and responsibilitiesC.    It allows the project manager to delegate time tolerances to the

team managersD.    It allows the project team to identify improvements to be made during the projectAnswer: DQUESTION 989

What is a goal of the 'implement' step within the recommended risk management procedure?A.    To prepare specific management

responses to identified risksB.    To monitor the effectiveness of actioned risk responsesC.    To estimate the risk to the project in

terms of probability and impactD.    To communicate information related to the risks faced by the projectAnswer: CQUESTION 990

Identify the missing words in the following sentence.Project assurance personnel [ ? ] the project manager.A.    are able to overturn

the decisions ofB.    must be accountable toC.    should supportD.    report to the project board andAnswer: CQUESTION 991Which

principle helps to ensure that all changes to the outputs are agreed?A.    Defined roles and responsibilitiesB.    Focus on productsC.   

Learn from experienceD.    Manage by exceptionAnswer: AQUESTION 992Identify the missing word in the following sentence.[ ?

] is the measurable decline resulting from a negative outcome.A.    An exceptionB.    A dis-benefitC.    An off-specificationD.    A

riskAnswer: BQUESTION 993How does PRINCE2 ensure that the specific management needs of an organization are met?A.    By

incorporating tailoringB.    By mandating trainingC.    By focusing on viabilityD.    By representing best practiceAnswer:

DQUESTION 994What is an advantage of applying the 'manage by stages' principle?A.    The PRINCE2 method can be used for

any type of projectB.    The project delivers benefits that are aligned with strategic objectivesC.    The project has decision points so

that it does not run on in an uncontrolled mannerD.    Tolerances can be defined for delegated authorityAnswer: CQUESTION 995In

which process is the work to be done assigned to a team manager?A.    Directing a projectB.    Managing a stage boundaryC.   

Controlling a stageD.    Managing product deliveryAnswer: CExplanation:Reference: http://prince2.wiki/Controlling_a_Stage

QUESTION 996Which is a responsibility of the project board?A.    To manage the team managers and project supportB.    To

ensure production of the project's outputsC.    To ensure effective communication with external stakeholdersD.    To implement the

change control approachAnswer: CExplanation:Reference: http://prince2.wiki/Organization#Project_BoardQUESTION 997What

should be recorded in a quality register?1. Activities to ensure the products are fit for purpose2. Identified threats and opportunities3.

Problems and concerns to be managed informally4. Roles responsible for reviewing the project's productsA.    1 and 2B.    2 and 3C. 

  3 and 4D.    1 and 4Answer: DQUESTION 998Which is a minimum requirement for applying the organization theme?A.    The

project's approach to engaging with its stakeholders must be definedB.    Roles must be combined to reduce the number of

individuals needed on the projectC.    During a procurement the senior supplier must be appointed from the customer organizationD.

   The project team must change at each end stage of the project life cycleAnswer: AQUESTION 999What is the minimum number

of management stages required by PRINCE2?A.    Two stages: to initiate and to deliver the projectB.    One stage: to cover the

whole projectC.    Three stages: to initiate, to deliver and to close the projectD.    Four stages: to start, to initiate, to deliver and to

close the projectAnswer: AQUESTION 1000Which statement about applying the 'tailor to suit the project' principle is

CORRECT?A.    PRINCE2 can be tailored to be used with any type of projectB.    A technically complex project should NOT tailor

PRINCE2C.    The tailoring of PRINCE2 is MOST appropriate for agile projectsD.    A project which is part of a programme should

NOT tailor PRINCE2Answer: AExplanation:Reference: http://prince2.wiki/TailoringQUESTION 1001Why is it necessary to apply

the 'defined roles and responsibilities' principle?A.    Because the people involved in a project should know what is expected of them

B.    Because the project management team should be cross-functionalC.    Because the user and supplier interests should be

involved on a need-to-know basisD.    Because the project manager should represent all the stakeholders of the projectAnswer:
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AQUESTION 1002According to the 'continued business justification' principle, when is a justifiable reason for a project FIRST

needed?A.    After the executive has been appointedB.    When authorized by the corporate, programme management or the

customerC.    Before work to start the project commencesD.    When an organization produces its business plansAnswer: C

Explanation:Reference: http://prince2.wiki/Continued_business_justificationQUESTION 1003What is the change authority role

permitted to authorize?A.    Risks to the projectB.    Adjustments to the limits on the change budgetC.    Changes to stage tolerance

D.    Changes to the project that do not exceed a defined budgetAnswer: DQUESTION 1004Which is a minimum requirement for

applying the change theme?A.    To identify whether an issue affects the continuation of the projectB.    To ensure each change is

managed as an exceptionC.    To produce a breakdown of the products to be producedD.    To tailor all changes to improve the

quality of the projectAnswer: BQUESTION 1005Identify the missing words in the following sentence.The six aspects of project

performance to be managed are [ ? ] costs, timescales and scope.A.    benefits, change, risk,B.    benefits, quality, risk,C.    change,

quality, risk,D.    benefits, change, quality,Answer: BExplanation:Reference: 

http://prince2.wiki/Introduction:_The_PRINCE2_Foundation_Training_ManualQUESTION 1006Which is a purpose of the quality

theme?A.    To check that the project is viable and achievableB.    To ensure that the project outputs are agreedC.    To ensure that

formal issues are recordedD.    To enable the project to be managed according to planAnswer: AQUESTION 1007What should the

benefits management approach define?A.    What actions will be taken to ensure the project's outcomes are achievedB.    What will

be used to record the effectiveness of the project's approachesC.    How the project has progressed against its plansD.    The

suitability of the project management team structureAnswer: CQUESTION 1008Who is responsible for documenting any tailoring

of the business case theme?A.    ExecutiveB.    Business project assuranceC.    Project managerD.    Corporate managementAnswer:

CQUESTION 1009Identify the missing word(s) in the following sentence.The 'controlling a stage' process is used to manage and

control each [ ? ] of a project.A.    delivery stepB.    benefitC.    delivery stageD.    team planAnswer: CQUESTION 1010What is

documented in the project plan to support the 'manage by exception' principle?A.    The project's tolerances for cost and timeB.    A

project product's quality criteriaC.    The expected project benefitsD.    Activities to mitigate project risksAnswer: AQUESTION

1011Which is an assumption about the PRINCE2 customer/supplier environment?A.    The supplier will pay for the projectB.    The

customer will provide the resources to deliver the productsC.    The customer will specify the desired resultD.    The supplier will

tailor the project's application of PRINCE2Answer: CQUESTION 1012Which is a purpose of the 'directing a project' process?A.   

To create and authorize the project mandateB.    To ensure that work on products allocated to the team is authorized and agreedC.   

To control the day-to-day running of the projectD.    To delegate day-to-day management of the project to the project

managerAnswer: DExplanation:Reference: https://www.prince2primer.com/directing-a-project-in-prince2/QUESTION 1013Who

are considered as the stakeholders in a project?A.    Only those benefitting the projectB.    Everyone in the corporate organizationC.  

 Everyone involved in or affected by the projectD.    Only those who are users of the productsAnswer: CQUESTION 1014What is

the result of the change derived from using the project's product?A.    BenefitB.    Dis-benefitC.    OutcomeD.    OutputAnswer:

CQUESTION 1015According to the `continued business justification' principle, what should happen to the funds when a project can

no longer be justified?A.    They should be returned to corporate, programme management or customerB.    They should be used to

create an alternative business case for the projectC.    They should be transferred back to the project board to reassignD.    They

should be used to deliver a reduction in the scope of the projectAnswer: AQUESTION 1016How are team managers involved in

tailoring PRINCE2 suit the project?A.    Team managers are accountable for the tailoring of the work packagesB.    Team managers

may advice on tailoring to improve the management of work packagesC.    Team managers should not be involved in tailoring

PRINCE2D.    Team managers should document the tailoring of the work packagesAnswer: BQUESTION 1017How does the

`managing product delivery' process ensure that the team manager's perspective is provided in a work package?A.    The work

packages are defined by the team manager and supported by a team planB.    the work packages provided by the project manager are

agreed by the team managerC.    The team plans are checked by project assurance against the work packagesD.    The stage plan

covering the work packages is created with input from the team managerAnswer: BQUESTION 1018What must be produced to

meet the minimum requirements when applying the change theme?A.    A change budget for the analysis of changeB.    Records of

the decisions made on all issuesC.    Documents recording the version of each productD.    Status reports on all products being

producedAnswer: BQUESTION 1019Which are reasons for a benefits management approach?1. To state how improvements will be

measured2. To confirm that the benefits are realized3. To estimate the costs of improvement4. To define the reason for delivering

the improvementA.    1 and 2B.    2 and 3C.    3 and 4D.    1 and 4Answer: ABQUESTION 1020Which is a purpose of the quality

theme?A.    To establish how the project will ensure that all products created meet their requirementsB.    To establish baselines

against which any changes to products can be assessedC.    To identify all the products of the project to ensure the scope has been

adequately definedD.    To determine the communication needs of the organization's quality assurance functionAnswer:
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AQUESTION 1021Which statement about project roles is CORRECT?A.    The project organization must be defined using the roles

and responsibilities in PRINCE2B.    The project team structure defined in PRINCE2 must be used, but other roles may be addedC.  

 The project board roles defined in PRINCE2 must be used, but other roles can be defined as requiredD.    Any role can be defined

as required the responsibilities defined in PRINCE2 are fulfilledAnswer: CQUESTION 1022How does applying the `focus on

products' principle help to ensure that stakeholder expectations are met?A.    By providing a common understanding of the products

requiredB.    By providing the tolerances for the project manager's objectivesC.    By providing roles descriptions for the project

management teamD.    By providing the justification for the projectAnswer: AQUESTION 1023What must be done for a project to

be a PRINCE2 project?A.    The project must form part of a programme or portfolioB.    The project must meet the minimum

requirements for applying the themesC.    The project must use the recommended approach to planningD.    The project roles must

be combined wherever possibleAnswer: AQUESTION 1024Which is a benefit of applying the `tailor to suit the project' principle?A.

   Project management becomes less bureaucraticB.    The capability of leadership is strengthenedC.    The project environment

complexity is reducedD.    The number of outputs is reducedAnswer: CQUESTION 1025Identify the missing word in the following

sentence relating to one of the principles:A PRINCE2 project should have [?] defined for each project objective.A.    themesB.   

principlesC.    processesD.    tolerancesAnswer: DQUESTION 1026What does the communication management approach define?1.

How versions of products will be described on information sent to interested parties2. How information should be sent to interested

parties3. How often information should be sent to interested parties4. How the PRINCE2 roles will be combined during the

projectA.    1 and 2B.    2 and 3C.    3 and 4D.    1 and 4Answer: BQUESTION 1027What is an advantage of dividing the project

into stages?A.    Detailed plans can be prepared closer to the time events will take placeB.    the project board can delegate

management of the project to team managersC.    The project can be authorized by the project manager on a stage by stage basisD.   

The project brief can be updated towards the end of each stageAnswer: AQUESTION 1028Which is a benefit of using PRINCE2?A.

   It promotes consistency of project work and the ability to reuse project assets.B.    It includes techniques for critical path analysis

and earned value analysisC.    It enables a project manager to be accountable for the success of a projectD.    It prevents any changes

once the scope of a project has been agreedAnswer: AQUESTION 1029How does the `managing product delivery' process achieve

its purpose?A.    By agreeing requirements for how project work should be undertakenB.    By producing highlight reports to enable

the project board to oversee the workC.    By requiring the project manager to produce and monitor team plansD.    By escalating

issues and risks that cannot be resolved within stage toleranceAnswer: AQUESTION 1030Which statement is CORRECT about the

customer and suppliers of a project in a commercial environment?A.    Each party may have their own business case for undertaking

the projectB.    Both parties must apply the same external governance to the projectC.    The risk appetite should be collaboratively

set before the project startsD.    Management systems need to be unified for successful project deliveryAnswer: AQUESTION 1031

During the `initiating a project' process, who specifies the required level of management control?A.    Corporate, programme

management or customerB.    Project boardC.    Project managerD.    Project assuranceAnswer: BQUESTION 1032Where can

people who join a project after initiation quickly and easily find information about how the project is being managed?A.    Project

briefB.    Project initiation documentationC.    Project mandateD.    Project product descriptionAnswer: BQUESTION 1033Identify

the missing words in the following sentence. PRINCE2 requires that the business case is formally verified by [?] at stage

boundaries.A.    corporate, programme management or the customerB.    the project boardC.    the project managerD.    the change
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